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Displays

The Good News About Plasma and LCD: Low Repair Rate

A new Consumer Reports study in USA found LCD and plasma TVs require very few 
repairs (3% repair rate), quite a bit less than rear-projection models. 

Panasonic's 50” TH-50PZ700U plasma model was named Consumer Reports' best flat-panel TV ever tested. Overall, 
Panasonic liquid crystal display and plasma sets in USA had a 2% average repair rate.

The models that required more repair in USA were LCDs from Dell, and plasmas from Philips. Joining Panasonic on the 
more reliable side are Sony, Samsung, Toshiba and JVC in LCDs; and Pioneer and Samsung in plasmas.

For more info, go to Consumer Reports 

Plasma Sales Rebounding in USA

Could speculation predicting the demise of plasma be premature-- if not just wrong?

DisplaySearch found in its most recently quarterly plasma report that plasma panel shipments rebounded 9% in Q3 in 
USA. The research organization says increased availability of 1808p plasma panels are one factor for the growth. 
1080p panels reached 11% of Q3'07 plasma panel unit volume and 21% of plasma panel revenues. Each 1080p 
plasma panel gained share when compared to the prior quarter. 

The study shows continued share gains by larger sizes with 50" and larger plasma panels rising 37% Q/Q and 45% Y/Y 
to account for 32% of units and 50% of revenues. Also, there is increased cost competitiveness vs. LCDs at 42" 720p 
with prices for plasma panels, optical filters and power supplies now around 20% below similar LCD offerings.

For more info, go to Display Search

RGB Spectrum MediaWall Duo Video/Data Control Software 

The new MediaWall Duo from RGB Spectrum is an application program that combines 
the capabilities of two MediaWall display processors under one control system. 

The company says MediaWall Duo delivers MediaWall functionality for larger display wall arrays with one virtual control 
panel, linking two MediaWall processors together to operate as one. Graphic and video windows can be placed 
anywhere on the display. Input windows can be configured to be global (anywhere on the wall) or regional (left half or 
right half of the wall). The company says that, even with the maximum thirty-two windows displayed simultaneously, 
real time performance is maintained.

With two MediaWall 2000s, MediaWall Duo accepts up to twelve graphic and twelve video inputs for simultaneous 
display across a 2x4 array --  with no loss of image quality or image update rate says RGB. With two larger MediaWall 
2500s, the system supports up to sixteen graphic and sixteen video inputs on a 2x6 array.

The MediaWall Duo uses purpose built processors with an embedded operating system for plug-and-play installation. 
The MediaWall 2000 is packaged in a 2U steel rack enclosure, with front replaceable air filters, thermostatically 
controlled fans, and redundant power supplies. The MediaWall 2500 is housed in a 3U steel rack enclosure.

For more info, go to RGB Media Wall Software
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Projection & Screens

Turn These Christie Projectors on Their Sides!

If you are looking for a portrait image, Christie has the answer. Actually several 
answers: portrait-style images such as 1050 x 1400 (3:4) or 1080 x 1920 (9:16) can 
be created on Christie’s Roadster, Mirage S+14K and Mirage HD18K by positioning the 
projector fully on its side (with the side nearest the lens facing up.) 

Christie says, “Recent tests confirm safe and reliable performance in this orientation.”

This does not apply to Roadster X or S series 3-chip DLP projectors and nor does it apply to Christie DW, DS+ and HD 
series 3-chip DLP projectors. Portrait mode for those projectors still requires the use of mirrors.

For more info, go to Christie

Optoma: Smallest Wide-Boy on the Street

Optoma’s EP1691, launched this month, weighs in at 1.4kg in a compact design with 
2500 lumens—a “small wide-boy” package for use with today’s widescreen notebooks 
and HD sources. 

Backed by the 10-Year Optoma Colour Guarantee, the maker stresses a filter-free design for minimum running costs 
and hassle-free ownership: no routine servicing and a long-life picture performance guarantee. 

Features including express start up and cool down, built in speaker and a luxury carry case for ultra portability. Users 
can add their own personal touch with the customised start-up logo feature. 

Small, light and bright, the EP1691 is Optoma’s ideal as a portable WXGA projector packed with features, “the perfect 
business choice for use on the move.”

For more info, go to Optoma Smallest Wide-Boy

DTC: UK Up 23% as Short Throw Reaches Higher Targets

Colin Messenger, Senior Consultant, says DTC’s Q3 research shows it was a strong quarter in UK at 23% over the 
forecasted volume for interactive products. DTC says short-throw systems are creating the biggest step-change in 
Interactivity.

DTC reports positive results from UK DfES Primary Schools Research, “Primary teachers and pupils are universally 
enthusiastic about interactive whiteboards with positive attainment gains for pupils in many subjects”  
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The forecast is for large volumes in the projector replacement market with opportunities to upgrade to short-throw 
systems.

For more info, go to DTC Reports

Click above for more information

Control & Integrator Solutions

Connect DVB-T to LAN and IP Gateways with LAN-Caster 

Cabletime’s LAN-Caster allows an organisation to connect live DVB-T directly into a LAN to 
deliver TV and radio to any networked PC or display (plasma, LCD etc) to view live news, 
sports and entertainment channels.

The LAN-Caster is accompanied by a 3U 19” chassis to allow users to “mix and match” delivery of digital terrestrial TV 
as well as MPEG-2/4 streams from local sources.  One LAN-Caster blade can be connected to a digital video terrestrial 
source to deliver up to 11 channels of live TV and radio, while additional MediaStar Evolution blades can be added to 
allow users to receive further channels from sources such as a Sky satellite decoder, UK Freeview service and cable, or 
even MPEG-2/4 streams from cameras or DVD players.  Up to 9 blades can be housed in the chassis to enable a 
potential 99 channels from just one plug-&-play chassis.  

The LAN-Caster receives the digital terrestrial off-air DVB signals and extracts the digital data out of the MPEG-2 
streams, re-packetises the data in a format suitable for transmission over an IP based network/LAN.  Channels can be 
selected or deselected depending on viewing preferences and are controlled via an easy HTML browser interface. 

Paul Reeves, Sales and Marketing Director at Cabletime, says: “…  We have a unique offering in the market, able to 
offer the most appropriate TV and multimedia delivery technology, Cat-5/UTP and IP, depending on the requirements 
of the customer.  This hybrid approach, whereby customers have the choice of both Cat5/UTP and IP methods of 
transporting TV and multimedia to screens and desktops, has been a real winner with our clients.  The introduction of 
the LAN-Caster, part of the MediaStar Evolution IP system, further enhances our offering…”

Suitable applications include corporate communications, which often require a one-to-many multicast to local, national 
or international audiences. This may involve the delivery of live TV channels, specific training programmes and 
messaging and brings visual communication to every desktop, every screen and every display within an organisation.  
For example, staff can feel better informed, empowered and involved with timely information delivered right into the 
heart of a large enterprise.  

For more info, go to Cabletime’s MediaStar Range

Gefen Intros Four New HDMI v1.3 Solutions

Gefen brings out two new switchers and two splitters with HDMI 1.3 support. Both the 
3x1 and 4x1 HDMI Switchers have been upgraded to support HDMI v1.3 and each 
switcher enables either three or four sources to be accessed by the same HDMI display. 
Users switch between sources using an IR remote, or by the front panel buttons on each 
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unit. 

The Gefen 1:4 and 2:4 HDMI v1.3 Splitters take one HDMI source signal and deliver it to four displays simultaneously 
with no signal degradations or delays, says the company. The 2:4 Splitter offers two source inputs that can be 
switched using the IR remote. The selected source is delivered to all four displays, making it especially suited for multi-
room viewing requirements.

For more info, go to Gefen Switchers & Splitters

Crestron Brings It All to ISE 2008

Crestron will be featuring its latest product innovations on Booth F14-F23 at ISE 
2008, to demonstrate “why it is the only company able to deliver the total control 
and automation packages required to manage, integrate and control all the systems 
and technologies found in today’s commercial and residential environments.” 

On display will be Crestron’s High-Definition Digital Video Processor (DVPHD-PRO) which accepts up to 8 source signals 
and displays them simultaneously in up to 8 scalable video windows.  

Visitors will be able see the latest innovations in QuickMedia™ (QM) technology, which streamlines presentation system 
design and simplifies installation by integrating 16 separate cables into a single CAT5-type wire, making it suitable for 
lecture halls, boardrooms, banquet halls, auditoriums and any room used for multimedia presentations.  The Media 
Processing System (MPS), a control system, multimedia matrix switcher, microphone mixer, audio processor, and 
QuickMedia™ distribution centre all rolled into a single, rackmount-ready package will also be on show.

Crestron presents the latest addition to the Adagio family, the Adagio Media System (AMS). The AMS adds 
sophisticated surround sound processing and video for home theatre in addition to complete whole house audio 
distribution. The Adagio Media System with Advanced Image Processing (AMS-AIP) adds professional-quality video 
scaling up to 1080p and on-screen display. The AMS offers the same plug-and-play connectivity and out-of-the-box 
functionality that makes Adagio the easiest home entertainment system to install and the most versatile to expand.

Lighting Control from Crestron will also be part of the ISE stand this year.  The integration of lighting control with audio 
visual, security, and building management systems is now easier thanks to the launch of Crestron’s new series of 
European lighting control products.  Crestron lighting systems are programmable using Crestron’s software tools and 
complete control of the lighting solutions is made effortless by using Crestron keypads and touch-panels.

Also on show will be the latest addition to the Isys® touchpanel series. The TPS-6L wall mount touchpanel delivers 
high-end style and performance in a compact, cost-effective flush mount design. High-speed Ethernet communication 
provides easy network integration and seamless communications with Crestron home automation solutions. Also 
featuring will be the TPMC-8L, a stylish wall or lectern mount touchpanel featuring the Windows® XP Embedded OS to 
deliver a powerful control solution with extremely fast performance. 

Other highlights will be the company’s CEN-RGBHV wideband matrix switchers designed to provide flexible signal 
routing of high-res video and audio for demanding presentation environments, and the new MLX-2 handheld remote 
featuring ZigBee® 2-way RF wireless communications.

Whew!

For more info, go to Creston at ISE 2008
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Rich Media & Content Distribution 

Reach iPod, iPhone Users with On-Demand Presentations

Mediapointe announced enhancements to its Digital Media Recorder product line with the 
release of the DMR210e. The improved DMR210e records and archives presentations, 
training sessions, meetings and videoconferences with its available hundreds of hours of 
on-board storage in high definition, WXGA resolution in MPEG-4 format. It also 
simultaneously streams audio and video content while recording for live sharing, as well 
as on-demand access of full motion video and stereo audio content. 

The new model has a new DVD drive and prominent power switch, an updated graphic user interface for easier control, 
and an enhanced Control Line Interface for easier coding and system integration. The DMR210e also automatically 
creates files compatible with an Apple iPod or iPhone, so users can download a presentation through iTunes and watch 
and listen to it whenever and wherever.

Other enhancements include a new audible notification tone for confirming user interaction, improved file structure, 
password protection, and multiple title and credits capabilities.

For more details, go to Mediapointe

Distributor and Installer News

AVIT-Systems Buys Norway’s 2mtv 

AVIT-Systems of Denmark takes a decisive step towards a pan- Scandinavian 
business model with the acquisition of Norwegian 2mtv. Together the two companies 
will turnover more than 13.5 million euro.

AVIT-Systems wants to be the No. 1 supplier on the Scandinavian market within high-end solutions for audio, video, 
infrastructure, and system integration, according to newly appointed MD, Claus Bech Espensen. 

Both companies are working throughout Scandinavia, Greenland and the Faroe Islands,  “…but we are also getting 
involved in projects outside Scandinavia,” says the MD. 
 
AVIT-Systems specializes in audio and system integration from the Aalborg office, installation, design and 
documentation from the office in Copenhagen. Now they can add video product sales from 2mtv in Stavanger and Oslo. 
 
“2mtv has reached a point where it is size that sets the premises for getting or winning large installations and 
contracts. That’s why we saw this partnership as an interesting opportunity for further growth for our company…” says 
board member Kjell Roar Johnsen, who will be the new MD of the Norwegian office of AVIT-Systems.  
 
“We are seeing that the Scandinavian broadcast market is developing fast at the moment. This is partly due to the 
technological development but also the expansion of broadcast type solutions to other businesses,” explains Claus Bech 
Espensen.

“We also feel that the development of the global market puts increased pressure on international companies and 
organizations to deliver high-end audio and video quality. Other parts of the industry and other businesses are 
demanding broadcast type solutions and products. Media companies are expanding their businesses with acquisition of 
local radio and TV stations – the financial sector are working with communications strategies which demand broadcast 
solutions of their own. The same type of demand is also seen within multinational production and service companies. 
The need for being able to showcase multimedia content (audio and video) at the right time and the right place are 
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eminent.” 
 
He also notes, “The producers of audio and video equipment are looking for partners, which have focus on Scandinavia 
…The individual markets in Denmark, Norway and Sweden are much smaller than other markets in Europe and that is 
why they are often looked at as one. The producers are looking for a system integrator which can handle the job in all 
of Scandinavia…”

For more info, go to AVIT Systems

For more info, go to 2MTV 

Conferencing

Imago Buys AIMS-Optronics 

Video communications distributor Imago buys a Belgian distributor of Polycom, AIMS-
Optronics. 

Imago Group PLC claims it is Europe’s largest distributor of video conferencing products. Imago works with Polycom, 
Sony, NEC, BenQ, Viewcast and other makers. 
New markets for video communications are now the priority, and Imago recently launched into iPTV and video 
surveillance 

Imago distributes Polycom systems in UK and France and has set up an office in Eindhoven to extend into Netherlands. 
The acquisition of Zaventem-based AIMS-Optronics gives Imago better access to Belgium and Luxembourg. 

Imago is reportedly looking at more acquisitions on the Continent.

For more info, go to Imago Group, Video Comms Distie

Residential Systems & Digital Home

No Laser-like Focus for Laser TV

In October last year, Australia’s Arasor and another laser TV chip producer, Novalux of USA, held a press conference, 
showed a laser TV prototype, and promised a worldwide launch by Christmas 2007 that would include Mitsubishi and 
Samsung. Arasor later repeated this promise in its annual report.

Now Arasor admits 2007 will be missed as a launch and says it was only “quoting from Mitsubishi's timetable.” Arasor 
suggests the readiness of other key component makers may have delayed the launch.

At a recent DisplaySearch HDTV Conference, an executive of Mitsubishi Digital Electronics spoke publicly about a major 
laser TV announcement at the January CES in Las Vegas.

Best guess for first Laser TV products in Europe: now 2009-2010.
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For more info, go to Arasor, Laser TV Pioneer

Artcoustic Install of the Year Award: SoundsME of Dubai 

SoundsMe LLC of Dubai wins the Artcoustic Install of the Year Award for 2007 for 
their custom install for a private villa in the exclusive Emirates Hills section of Dubai. 

The whole project was handled by SoundsMe LLC – from the AV to alarm, telephone systems, and lighting. 

An extensive Artcoustic spec list covers every section of the villa.  Artcoustic DF65-50 speakers, Diablo Mini rear 
speakers, a Diablo Tech + 1 Subwoofer, Linax Duo hi-fi cabinets and Media Walls are featured in the large living room. 
The minimally designed main bedroom is equipped with an extensive Artcoustic sound system. A Medialine 50 inch 
plasma screen with Artcoustic 65-50 left and right speakers are mounted on the wall, with Diablo Mini rear speakers, 
Linax Duo Cabinets and Diablo Tech + 1 Subwoofers.  In the daughter’s room Diablo Monitor speakers and a flat panel 
screen are mounted on the Artcoustic Media Wall and include a Diablo Tech + 1 Subwoofer and Linax Duo Hi Fi Cabinet 
customised in pink to provide every girls “pretty in pink” dream.  

The greatest demands and attention were made by the home cinema, which required another extensive roll call for 
Artcoustic equipment.  A luxurious designed room with a contemporary décor this is a very impressive space.  
Artcoustic DF65-50 speakers hang on the wall with carefully chosen screens and along with Artcoustic DF Multispeaker 
feature around a large Medialine 63 inch flat screen. The system includes Diablo Monitor speakers and Artcoustic PA 
300 Professional Amplifiers that provide deep rich bass and ensure you are at the heart of the system. The look is 
finished with Linax Duo Cabinets and Artcoustic Media Walls.  The Artcoustic system has also been complemented with 
a Denon AVR 1906 receiver and a MediaMax Pro Server.

 

Winner for 2nd place was Audio Venue UK, Exclusive Members Only Nightclub, 
Amika London, High Street Kensington, one of the finest nightclubs world-wide. To 
be guaranteed the finest audio and lighting system, Artcoustic speakers have been 
used throughout the VIP private lounges.

 

 

 

 
Winner for 3rd place was Unlimited Dream Home Entertainment Systems in 
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UK for a town house in the renowned Notting Hill area of London. The system 
features music servers enabling the client to enjoy music throughout the home, using 
Artcoustic DFF120-43 in the living room, DF75-55 in the Plasma TV Room, DFF120-
43 in the dining room, DF75-55 in the cinema and DF65-50 in a number of the 
bedrooms.

 

 

Winner for 1st runner up was Dawsons Home Cinema UK, one of the first 
domestic systems to be installed using the new Artcoustic Spitfire Monitors and 
Subwoofers. 

 

 

 

 

Winner for 2nd runner up was Rayleigh HiFi UK, for design and installation in a 
client’s “playroom:” a purpose-built barn houses a full size snooker table, sauna, 
Jacuzzi, gym, bar and plasma screen cinema. The Artcoustic DF75-55 loudspeaker 
was chosen and Diablo Monitors were used in the gym/jacuzzi area, and a DF Multi 
beneath the plasma screen to ensure quality audio throughout the barn.

 

 

 

Winner for 3rd runner up was ForresterTech USA, Corporate Conference 
Facility, for a modern conference room at Deep, a marketing and advertising agency 
in Springfield, Missouri. The system features an Artcoustic 5.1 surround system 
comprised of Diablo Mini monitors, a Diablo C-1 center channel and a Diablo Tech+1 
subwoofer. Employees and/or clients can deliver their presentations via computer or 
DVD and envelope the audience in audio from the Artcoustic loudspeakers.

 

 

For more info, go to Artcoustic Awards

Feature
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Welcome to AV in 2011 
by Gary Kayye, CTS

In America, the 2007-2008 Electrograph DTE’s (Digital Technology Experiences) 
has begun, and I am excited and honored to be the keynote speaker at each 
event. The DTE’s are aimed at AV-insiders (dealers, contractors, design 
consultants, etc), so I needed to come up with a topic that would interest and 
excite them.

And, I think I have – or at least I hope I have. 

I’ve been, for years, wanting to write an article about what the average – and flourishing – AV dealer/contractor will 
look like in the year 2011.  Preparing for my keynote forced me to finally sit down and pen what I have been thinking 
for a while and actually articulate not only what technologies we’ll be selling and servicing in 2011, but what our 
market and internal structure will look like.

I certainly don’t have the space here to cover everything, but I’ll try my best to summarize where I see us all heading 
and how we’ll have to adapt to get there – assuming we all want to be in ProAV in 2011.

First, Technology:  In 2011, there’s no question in my mind that control systems will be the center of the AV-
universe.  I’m certainly not going to take sides for one company’s control design over another, but the user-interface of 
the AV-centric world will be THE product that you lead and close with… in bidding, selling, designing and integrating AV 
2011.  In much the same way the 1990’s were driven by projection technology, 2011 will be totally (T-O-T-A-L-L-Y) 
driven by control systems.

The manufacturers already know this. That’s why so many of them (Extron! Lutron! Logitech!) are either working on 
control products or looking at buying one of the smaller control companies.

Just stop for a moment and ponder the logic in this.  Right now, we’re all busy tying together all sorts of non-standard 
AV gear to create the customer’s AV system and AV user experience.  AV gear like DVD players, monitors, amplifiers, 
speakers, projectors, microphones, laptops – they’re all tied together by the distribution systems we put in there and 
the integration we perform.  But, add in content delivery, networked-AV, wireless capabilities and the convergence of 
HomeAV and ProAV (and I.T. too, whether you like it or not)-- and you’ve got a user-experience nightmare.

But demonstrating simple, elegant, affordable and adaptable control systems will win every sale every client every time 
in AV 2011.

Second, Distribution:  Back in the late 1980s, the average AV dealer had purchasing relationships with anywhere 
from 100-200 manufacturers and reps. Now, that number is a staggering 600 or more.  Ironically, even with the 
double-digit AV market growth we’ve enjoyed for the last decade or more, that fact is making it harder and harder for 
AV start-ups to get noticed – and some SHOULD be noticed.  Sure, the Internet has helped – and so has the plethora 
of AV distributors that have sprung up over the past decade.  But, it’s still not enough.  The market’s evolving in much 
the same way the computer market did in the 1990’s. I think you will see more savvy end users doing research on 
their own to find out about the products and companies they want to use. Then they’ll come to the dealer with a list of 
what they want installed. 

This means the dealer won’t be adding value in sales or education as much anymore and will have to look to other 
places to add value and get the business of the customer. Manufacturers will respond to this with more education and 
some direct support for end users. Is that good?  Bad?  I’m not really sure, but I think some companies are preparing 
for this in a good way – take a look at what Extron’s done, for example, in rewarding their “good” dealers and cutting 
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off their “bad” ones.  It’s a model that will likely be emulated by many others as it is allowing Extron to focus on what’s 
making them money as well as servicing those who are servicing the client the best – with systems expertise – rather 
than simply the ability to push a lot of AV gear through their sales departments.

Third, Organization:  Who would have thought that we’d get in a market position where the senior installer would be 
the hardest position in a company to fill?  Thus, he/she is getting close to the tripe-digit salary range.  Well, brace 
yourself, as more changes are on the way.  The art of sales is about to truly become like selling art.  It’s a heck of a lot 
easier to sell something that you can set (something tangible) on a table in front of the client.  

In AV 2011, it will truly take a visionary (an artist) to sell systems.  We’ll be selling an intangible – a vision – every 
time!  I’ve seen it done now, but, in AV 2011, we’ll all have to be doing it to survive – not just the one person, the one 
salesman, the one “closer” in the organization that has the knack for sales.  So, the way I see it, you have two 
choices.  You’ll either have to clone guys like Jim Stephens at the RTP office of the Whitlock Group or you’ll have to 
develop a program to turn good sales people into good artists – people with intangible sales capabilities as well as the 
ability to envision the customer’s application as a finished system and sell that vision right back at them.

And, of course, you’ll have to still have a senior installer that can actually build that vision – and keep it working...

By Gary Kayye, CTS

Do you have a special topic you would like to address industry-wide? We’re open for Guest Editorial comments on the 
industry from Europe… Sorry, no commercials…this is just for industry issues. Contact: rAVeEurope@gmail.com 

Well, that's it for this edition of rAVe Europe! Thank you for spending time with us as we follow the industry 
happenings.

A little about Gary Kayye, CTS, founder of Kayye Consulting: Gary Kayye, an audiovisual veteran and columnist, 
began the widely-read KNews, a premier industry newsletter, in the late 1990s, and created the model for and was co-
founder of AV Avenue - which later became InfoComm IQ. Kayye Consulting is a company that is committed to 
furthering the interests and success of dealers, manufacturers, and other companies within the professional audiovisual 
industry. Gary Kayye's rAVe was first launched in America in February 2003. 

Newsletter Options: 

●     Click here to subscribe and receive our newsletter regularly 
●     Click here to send us your feedback or company news at rAVeEurope@gmail.com 
●     Click here if you are interested in the home A/V market in Europe 
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